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1 SCR is the ratio of the Short Circuit Level (MVA) of the AC system at the converter bus to 
the Rated DC power (MW) 
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G1: Rotor Angle during 3-phase Fault at G1




















G1: Terminal Voltage during 3-phase Fault at G1
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G1: Active Power during 3-phase Fault at G1



































































G1: Reactive Power during 3-phase Fault at G1

















G2: Rotor Angle during 3-phase Fault at G1
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G2: Terminal Voltage during 3-phase Fault at G1





















































































G2: Active Power during 3-phase Fault at G1
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G2: Reactive Power during 3-phase Fault at G1

















G1: Rotor Angle during 3-phase Fault at G1
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G1: Terminal Voltage during 3-phase Fault at G1









































G1: Active power during 3-phase fault at G1





















G1: Reactive power during 3-phase fault at G1
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G2: Rotor Angle during 3-phase Fault at G1






































G2: Active Power during 3-phase Fault at G1





















G2: Terminal Voltage during 3-phase Fault at G1
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G2: Reative Power during 3-phase Fault at G1
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 	The power loss on 
both the HVAC and the HVDC transmission lines between bus six and bus five is 85 MW 
(i.e. losses on HVDC 1005-975=30 MW, losses on HVAC= 995-940=55MW) and it is higher 
than the loss in case one (56MW). 
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G2: Rotor Angle During 3-phase Fault at G4
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G2: Terminal Voltage During 3-phase Fault at G4
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G2: Active Power During 3-phase Fault at G4





















































G2: Reactive Power During 3-phase Fault at G4




















G3: Rotor Angle During 3-phase Fault at G4
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G3: Terminal Voltage During 3-phase Fault at G4
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G3: Active Power During 3-phase Fault at G4






































































































G3: Reactive Power During 3-phase fault at G4


































G2: Rotor Angle During 3-phase Fault at G4





















G2: Terminal Voltage During 3-phase Fault at G4
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G2: Active Power During 3-phase Fault at G4










































































































































G2: Reactive Power During 3-phase Fault at G4




































































G3: Rotor Angle During 3-phase Fault at G4




















G3: Terminal Voltage During 3-phase Fault at G4





















































































G3: Active Power During 3 phase Fault at G4

























G3: Reactive Power During 3-phase fault at G4
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(MW) terminalsconverter  at the rating  DC
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G2 Current During the Rectifier and Inverter DC Fault
 
 
Rectifer DC  Fault
Inverter DC Fault
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G1 Reactive Power During Reactifier and Inverter Fault
 
 
Rectifer Fault
Inverter Fault
